
WHY?
Giving the blind confidence that comes with being 
able to see where you are going. Taking down the 
restrictions of movement in new places the blind 
may have and giving them more options to explore 
and interact with their surroundings

> Nearly two million people in the     
UK are blind or partially sighted

> 27% of blind and partially sighted people don't 
feel confident walking in their own neighbourhood

> 20% of blind and partially sighted 
people won’t have left their home in the last 
week or even been in their own garden

Polaris

1.

Interaction

2.

> User connects mobile 
SatNav system too the belt 
using Bluetooth settings 

> Voice command  built into 
phones SatNav allows user to 
state their destination 

> Belt detects the final destination and 
translates the GPS directions into vibrations - 
Fed through LEFT and RIGHT 
vibration pads inside the front of the belt

Polaris
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4.

> 10 feet before directional 
turning the belt will give 
off a gradual increase 
of warning vibration

> Belt will give off a long 
solid vibration when 

turning is direct and will 
not stop until full angle 

of turn is completed 

Vibration
Pads

Vibration Pads  Front Grip Points Back Grip Points Tactile postioning Indicator

Houses vibration motor Helps grip to clothing Helps to grip to back of clothing Helps indicate the orientation 
of the belt  

Features

Back of Belt - with cast placement groove for 
memory plastic frame
Injection Moulded Silicone  > Flex 50

2 X Vibration pads
Desmopan DP 9370A - Injection Moulded   
> Hardness 70A

2 X Vibration motors - The Vibrating alert is 
produced by a small electric motor connected 
to an unbalanced weight

Shape Memory Polymer - The ability to 
return from a deformed state to their original shape
> Used in giving the belt no fixed size

Main Electronic receiver - Housing:
> Bluetooth connector
> SatNav translator to vibration motor’s

Front face of belt 
Desmopan 5377A - Twin shot Injection Moulded
> Hardness 75A

Exploded


